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INTRODUCTION FROM THE DIRECTOR

Welcome to the 32nd Scottish Culinary Championships at
ScotHot 2017.

The Scottish Culinary Championships brings together some
of Scotland’s finest culinary talent providing an opportunity
for chefs of all ages to display their skills to their peers. 
The Championships this year will introduce a number of new
and innovative competitions.

Building on the success of 2015 when we introduced the
Skills Arena this will once again offer competitors a showcase
for displaying skills in seafood preparation, butchery, knife
skills and food service. In the Live Theatre a number of new
competitions are being introduced which include The Healthy
Living Award and Dessert Challenge. The most prestigious 
of all Competitions and the Championships is of course 

The Scottish Chef of the Year, and my thanks to Brakes Scotland for sponsoring this year’s
Competition. The Culinary Art categories always prove popular where competitors can showcase
their creativity across a range of static classes. New for this year is a class in Food Photography
which will be judged by professionals from the photography industry.

To stage the Scottish Culinary Championships requires many people all of whom give of their 
time and commitment to ensure that we present an outstanding event, also the sponsors and
companies who give their support and investment to ensure that ScotHot remains amongst 
the most prestigious events in the Culinary Calendar. My thanks to all of you.

Finally, I would wish to welcome all visitors to the Scottish Culinary Championships and ScotHot
2017 and hope that you will enjoy the skills on display from some of our most talented chefs
engaged in the Hospitality Industry.

The Scottish Culinary Championships

Neil Thomson. Director
Scottish Culinary Championships
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Neil Thomson Championships Director

Ian MacDonald President, Federation of Chefs Scotland

Chairman of Culinary Committee

Hazel Mulberry Championships Finance Director

Stewart Cameron Chairman of Judging Panel

Kevin McGillivray Senior Judge and Member of Culinary Committee

Joe Queen Senior Judge and Member of Culinary Committee

Jav Aziz Member of Culinary Committee

Bill Kendrew Championships Office Manager

Norman Bendex Results Administrator

Donald McInnes Culinary Art Manager

Kevin Dalgleish Live Theatre Manager

David Littlewood Skills Arena Manager

George McIvor Master of Ceremonies - Live Theatre

Robin Austin FCS Board of Management
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Organising Committee:

Thank you to our sponsors and supporters
The Federation of Chefs Scotland gratefully acknowledge the support of the following
organisations for their outstanding support and assistance:
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Live Theatre will comprise 8 x adjacent workstations
in which there will be a back to back programme of
hot live classes both days of the show. There will be a
wide variety of competitions available to suit all levels
of experience and across all industry sectors.
If you would like to enter a competition then please
visit www.scothot.co.uk/scc where you will find full
information, including an entry form, details of the
fees and payment facilities. There will be a limited
number of places in each class, so early application
is recommended.

Classes in the Live Theatre
Tim

eta
ble
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PLEASE SEE FOLLOWING PAGES FOR DETAILED CRITERIA FOR EACH CLASS

15 th March 2017

08.15 - 08.45 30 min OC2 Innovative Pasta

09.15 - 09.55 40 min JC2 Sustainable Fish Dish – Junior Competition

10.15 - 10.55 40 min OC4 Sustainable Fish Dish

11.15 - 11.55 40 min JC1 Gressingham Duck – Junior Competition
sponsored by Braehead Foods

12.15 - 13.45 90 min RC1 Country Range Student Competition
organised with Craft Guild of Chefs

14.15 - 14.55 40 min JC3 Healthy Living Award sponsored by Healthy Living

15.15 - 17.15 120 min RC2 Scottish Contract Chef of the Year

16 th March 2017

07.15 - 08.00 45 min OC5 Meat Dish

08.15 - 09.15 60 min OC3 Dessert Challenge sponsored by Aryzta Food Solutions

09.45 - 11.45 120 min RC3 Scottish Junior Chef of the Year 
sponsored by Villeroy & Boch

12.15 - 15.45 210 min RC4 Scottish Chef of the Year sponsored by Brakes Scotland

16.00 - 16.30 30 min JC4 Innovative Pasta Dish - Junior Competition





Restricted Classes in Live Theatre

RC1 Country Range Student Chef Challenge
Now in its 23rd year, the annual Country Range
Student Chef Challenge has become the pinnacle for
full-time hospitality and catering college students
looking to showcase their culinary prowess and
creativity, while developing "real life" catering skills and
experience under intense pressure situations.

The 2016/17 Challenge - Healthy Gourmet Fine
Dining

In an extremely on-trend theme for the 2016/17
challenge, each team of three students will be tasked
with creating, preparing and cooking a three-course,
three-cover menu around the theme ‘Healthy Gourmet
Fine Dining’. The menu must include:

• A vegetarian starter containing at least one super
grain, such as amaranth, chia seeds, freekeh or
quinoa

• A main course that can contain meat or fish but
must be centred around imaginative healthy cooking
techniques

• A dessert that should contain fruit where possible
and refrain from containing too much butter and
cream.

All entries to be made directly to Craft Guild of Chefs,
and full details and a registration form can be found 
on the Craft Guild of Chefs website
http://craftguildofchefs.org/cgoc-competitions/141

RC2 Scottish Contract Catering Chef of the Year 
The competition is open to chefs working in a contract
catering unit for a company, local authority or educational
unit in Scotland.  

Competitors are required to produce a creative lunch
menu for 2 guests within 2 hours. 

It must reflect modern British cuisine

The menu must consist of:

• Starter – vegetable focused dish (dairy and protein
permitted, dish must be predominately  vegetable)

• Main course – locally sourced fresh white fish, with
appropriate accompaniments 

• Dessert – rhubarb, chocolate or rice can be used as a
combination or individually with other ingredients, but
must be the main component of the dessert, served hot
or cold.

Competitors should pay particular attention to: 

• Flavour

• Seasonality – (in the month of March in Scotland)

• Provenance

• Balance

• Wastage

• Adherence to criteria 

• Authenticity  

• Mise en place allowed 

• Timing – menu must be capable of being prepared,
cooked and served within a 2 hour timeframe.

Mise en Place allowed:

No preparation is permitted other than: 

• Weighed ingredients

• Peeled, not prepared fruit and vegetables

• Basic stocks and sauces

• Puff pastry

• Egg custard (not set)

• Batters

• Marinates meats or fish

Please note - Competitors are required to supply all
ingredients and equipment. 

All entries must be supplied with menus, recipes, method
and photographs, as they will be subject to a first stage of
paper judging to choose the final 8 competitors who will
compete in the Live Competition Theatre at ScotHot. 

Deadline for entries 31st January 2017
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Restricted Classes in Live Theatre

RC3 Scottish Junior Chef of the Year
120 minutes will be allowed for competitors to produce a
3-course meal of their choice for two covers. One course
must include fish. Competitors are permitted a commis
chef to help, carry and assist, but not cook, (the commis
chef must not be older than the competitor). 

Competitors to supply all ingredients and light equipment.
Competitors will be allowed to order one piece from the
Affinity range china which will be provided by Villeroy &
Boch, contact details will be supplied on application.

Judges will mark on the following criteria:

• Presentation and content of your submitted entry

• Seasonality

• Provenance

• Working methods

• Professional techniques and culinary skills

• Wastage

• Hygiene practices

• Timing

• Quality and balance of textures and flavours

• Presentation of finished dishes

Mise-en-Place allowed

• Washed and peeled vegetables and fruit, but not cut

• Stocks

• No finished sauces.

• Weighed ingredients

• Uncooked pastry

All entries must be supplied with menus, recipes, method
and photographs, as they will be subject to a first stage of
paper judging to choose the final 8 competitors who will
compete in the Live Theatre at ScotHot.

Deadline for entries 13th January 2017

sponsored by
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RC4  Scottish Chef of the Year 2017   
This competition is open to all chefs engaged in the
catering and hospitality industry.

In the first instance you are required to submit a well-
balanced four course menu for four covers, providing
well-presented detailed recipes and methods for all four
courses, plus photographs of each dish.

This part of the entry is important as the judges require 
to understand how you have developed your menu and
understand the cooking methods and techniques. There
are no restrictions on cost.

Competition Criteria 

210 minutes will be allowed to produce your four course
menu. Competitors must include an intermediate fish
course which is a modern interpretation of a classical
fish dish from The Complete Guide to The Art of Modern
Cookery The First Translation into English by H L
Cracknell and R J Kaufmann of le Guide Culinaire.

In your entry you must give a brief description regarding
your classical fish dish and how you have adapted the
ingredients to a modern style.

All entries will be paper judged by a selected panel of
chefs from the FCS culinary committee, thereafter semi-
final cook offs will take place in the first week of
February 2017 to determine the highest scoring eight
chefs to go through to the final at ScotHot on 16th March
2017. Please provide all the required information that has
been asked for at this stage failing to do so may result in
disqualification. You will be notified as to your semi-final
date and venue.

Advanced mis-en-place MUST be kept to a minimum as
this will be taken in to account by the judges and points
WILL be deducted for over preparation. If you are
intending using water baths in your cooking process you
will not be allowed to take in protein in vacuum bags or
protein that has been already slow cooked. The FCS will
provide on the day the use of a vacuum pack machine.

The following may be prepared in advance.

• Vegetables and potatoes washed, peeled but not cut or
shaped

• Basic stocks, no finished stock is permitted, the
judges will check all stocks on the day and marks
WILL be deducted for over reduced stocks or finished
sauces and dressings.

• Precooked sponge and puff pastry.

• No pre slow cooked meats are permitted you must be
able to produce all products in the allocated time.

Competitors may provide a kitchen porter. This person
must only be used to keep your section clean, wash

utensils and is not permitted to assist with the
preparation of food or assist with plating food.

All equipment, utensils and food must be provided by 
the competitor.  Please remember you are cooking in a
competition environment where table space will be
limited and you will only be provided with 1 double 1KW
socket for electrical equipment.

Full recipes and methods MUST be available on both the
semi-final and final days.

Final of the Scottish Chef of the Year 2017  
For the final of the SCOTY you will reproduce the dishes
that you cooked in the semi-final, changes are to be
made only after discussion relating to feedback and
consulting with the lead Judge. No protein elements 
are allowed to be changed.

The final will take place in Glasgow at ScotHot on
Thursday 16th March 2017, the results will be announced
at the Scottish Thistle Awards which all finalists are
expected to attend. Tickets will be provided for the each
finalist competitor and 1 guest.

The Final Prizes

Certificates and commemorative plates will be awarded
to the chefs deemed to have the best starter, intermediate,
main and dessert.

The Federation of Chefs Scotland Chef of the Year
Sponsored by Brakes Scotland will then be announced 
in reverse order and awards will be given as follows;

Winner

£1000, The Chef of the Year Trophy, certificate, plus 
£1000 will be made available to support the winning 
chef to complete a stage in their chosen kitchen.

Runner up

£500, certificate plus respective medal.

Third

£300, certificate plus respective medal.

All other finalists will receive £100, certificate and
respective medal.

The awarded medal is determined by the competitors
points gained during the judging.

Deadline for entries: Friday 13th January 2017

Restricted Classes in Live Theatre
sponsored by



OC1 Food Safety Challenge  
Every Competitor who takes part in the Live Theatre and
the Skills Arena at ScotHot will also be judged on their
food safety practices. All competitors will be eligible for 
a special award to be given for food safety practices. 
As well as a framed plate and trophy for the competitor
who achieves the highest mark.

OC2 Innovative Pasta    
30 minutes will be allowed to prepare, cook and present
two portions of a fresh pasta dish. No prepared sauces
are allowed and pasta dough can be prepared in advance
but not shaped. Competitors to provide all ingredients
and equipment. Recipes to be displayed. Mise-en-place 
to be kept to a minimum. 

All entries must be supplied with menus, recipes, method
and photographs, as they will be subject to a first stage of
paper judging to choose the final 8 competitors who will
compete in the Live Competition Theatre at ScotHot.

Entries to be submitted by 31st January 2017 to allow
judging by the Culinary Judges Panel.

OC3 Dessert Challenge  
60 minutes will be allowed to prepare, cook and present
2 portions of a hot dessert and 2 portions of a cold
dessert of your choice (at least 2 of the ingredients must
come from the ARZTA Food Solutions semi prepared
range), all ingredients and equipment to be supplied by
the competitors, pastry/sponge may be brought in but all
other mise en place to be demonstrated during the
competition.

All entries must be supplied with menus, recipes, method
and photographs, as they will be subject to a first stage of
paper judging to choose the final 8 competitors who will
compete in the Live Competition Theatre at ScotHot.

Entries to be submitted by 31st January 2017 to allow
judging by the Culinary Judges Panel

OC4  Sustainable Fish Dish 
40 minutes will be allowed to prepare, cook and present
an original fish dish using sustainable Scottish species,
for four covers. Shellfish may only be used as a garnish
and not as a main item and should therefore not
predominate. Advance preparation should be kept to a
minimum. All ingredients and equipment to be supplied
by the competitor. Competitors to explain about the
reason they think the chosen fish is sustainable.
Sustainability will be judged on seasonality, availability
and catch methods.

All entries must be supplied with menus, recipes, method
and photographs, as they will be subject to a first stage of
paper judging to choose the final 8 competitors who will
compete in the Live Competition Theatre at ScotHot.

Entries to be submitted by 31st January 2017 to allow
judging by the Culinary Judges Panel.

OC5 Meat Dish 
45 minutes will be allowed to prepare, cook and present
two portions of a modern main course dish using any
meat suitable for restaurant service. Advanced
preparation should be kept to a minimum. All ingredients
and equipment to be supplied by the competitor.

All entries must be supplied with menus, recipes, method
and photographs, as they will be subject to a first stage of
paper judging to choose the final 8 competitors who will
compete in the Live Competition Theatre at ScotHot. 

Entries to be submitted by 31st January 2017 to allow
judging by the Culinary Judges Panel.

Open Classes in Live Theatre No age restrictions apply
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JC1 Gressingham Duck
A duck crown will be provided by the sponsor. 
Forty minutes will be allowed to prepare, cook and
present 2 plated portions of a main course (the same
dish for both portions). Competitors to provide all other
ingredients and equipment.

All entries must be supplied with menus, recipes, method
and photographs, as they will be subject to a first stage of
paper judging to choose the final 8 competitors who will
compete in the Live Competition Theatre . Entries to be
submitted by 31st January 2017 to allow judging by the
Culinary Committee Judges Panel.

JC2 Junior Sustainable Fish Dish
Forty minutes will be allowed to prepare, cook and
present 4 plated portions of an original fish dish using
sustainable Scottish species. Shellfish may only be used
as a garnish and not as a main item and should therefore
not predominate. Advance preparation to be kept to a
minimum.

Competitors to provide all ingredients and equipment.
Scallops only can be cleaned. Recipes to be displayed
along with the reason for choosing the species used.
Sustainability will be judged on seasonality, availability
and catch methods.

All entries must be supplied with menus, recipes, method
and photographs, as they will be subject to a first stage of
paper judging to choose the final 8 competitors who will
compete in the Live Competition Theatre at ScotHot.

Entries to be submitted by 31st January 2017 to allow
judging by the Culinary Judges Panel

JC3 Healthy Living Award
40 minutes will be allowed to prepare,
cook and present 
4 plated portions of a traditional dish. 
The ingredients and preparation methods
used should be in keeping with the
healthy living award principles.

Keep levels of fat to minimum especially saturated fats

Keep levels of salt to a minimum

Keep levels of sugar to a minimum

Make fruit and or vegetables easily available

Competitors to provide all ingredients and equipment.

All entries must be supplied with menus, recipes, method
and photographs, as they will be subject to a first stage of
paper judging to choose the final 8 competitors who will
compete in the Live Competition Theatre at ScotHot. 

Entries to be submitted by 31st January 2017 to allow
judging by the Culinary Judges Panel

JC4 Innovative Pasta 
Thirty minutes will be allowed to prepare, cook and
present 2 portions of a fresh pasta dish. No prepared
sauces are allowed and pasta dough can be prepared in
advance but not shaped. Competitors to provide all
ingredients and equipment. 

All entries must be supplied with menus, recipes, method
and photographs, as they will be subject to a first stage of
paper judging to choose the final 8 competitors who will
compete in the Live Competition Theatre at ScotHot.

Entries to be submitted by 31st January 2017 to allow
judging by the Culinary Judges Panel

Junior Classes in Live Theatre
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Classes in the Skills Arena
The Skills Arena will feature a programme of cold
live classes where chefs and service staff can
practise some of the essential skills that will form a
crucial part of their role as there career progresses.
If you would like to enter a class then please visit
www.scothot.co.uk/scc where you will find full
information, including an entry form, details of the
fees and payment facilities. Places are limited so
early entry is recommended.

15 th March 2017

09.30 - 10.00 30 mins JC5 Chicken for Sauté (Junior Competition)

10.30 - 11.00 30 mins JC6 Fish Filleting (Junior Competition)

11.30 - 12.00 30 mins OC6 Napkin folding

12.30 - 13.00 30 mins JC7 Vegetable preparation (Junior Competition) – Heat 1

13.30 - 14.00 30 mins JC7 Vegetable preparation (Junior Competition) – Heat 2

14.30 - 15.00 40 mins OC7 Lamb Challenge

15.30 - 16.00 30 mins JC8 Hollandaise and Sabayon Challenge

16 th March 2017

9.30 - 10.30 60 mins JC9 Modern Apprentice Skills Challenge (Junior Competition)

11.00 - 11.30 30 mins OC8 Restaurant Flambé

12.00 - 12.40 40 mins RC5 Culinary Ability Awards

13.00 - 13.30 30 mins OC9 Pasta Challenge

14.00 - 14.30 30 mins OC10 Prawn Challenge

15.00 - 15.30 30 mins OC11 Bakery Skills

Tim
eta

ble

PLEASE SEE FOLLOWING PAGES FOR DETAILED CRITERIA FOR EACH CLASS
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RC5 Culinary Ability Awards
Competitors have 40 minutes to prepare assorted vegetables for soup and salad garnish. 

Competitors will be supported by their mentor and the completed work will be 75% of the
competitor's work. Their work will be judged on presentation and taste.

For more information and details entry criteria please contact the culinary ability awards
atmhttp://www.culinaryabilityawards.com/home.html 

info@culinaryabilityawards.com

Restricted Classes

Open Classes
OC6  Napkin Folding Competition
30 minutes will be allowed to create and present 6
different napkin folds.

Make 2 for private dining, 2 for busy restaurants, 2 for
banqueting service.

Each fold must be clearly labelled.

All napkins and accessories to be supplied by the
competitor.

OC7  Lamb Challenge
30 minutes to butcher 2 best ends of lamb this will be
provided by the sponsor on the bone.

The skills test will be to remove the lamb racks cleanly
from the chime bone using a saw not a cleaver, 1 best
end of lamb to be French trimmed to a 6 bone rack, the
other to be presented as removed from the chime bone.

Competitors will be expected to remove the bark from the
back of the best ends and then remove the 7 bone racks
cleanly from the bone with a saw. Bones will be inspected
for poor butchery. The rack of lamb that is being French
trimmed should have minimal fat covering left over the
eye of the meat, bones carefully cleaned and of equal size
making sure the sinew has been removed. Both racks
and the trimmings to be presented on a tray for
inspection.

OC8 Restaurant Flambé Dishes
This competition is open to skilled food service staff
employed in the restaurant trade. Using a flambé lamp 
30 minutes will be allowed to present a restaurant service
of 2 portions of a speciality meat dish and 2 portions of 
a sweet dish, of the competitor’s own choice. Prior
preparation and Mise en place is permitted; equipment
and ingredients must be provided by the competitor.

No electricity is available for this competition.

OC9 Pasta Challenge
30 minutes will be allowed to prepare and present 24
identical filled tortellini and 150 grams of spaghetti and
150 grams of linguine.

Pasta dough and filling for the tortellini are allowed to be
pre made.

NO electricity is available for this competition.

OC10 Prawn Challenge
30 minutes will be allowed to prepare 2 different plated
starter portions (one portion of each) using cold water
prawns as the main part of the dishes, description of
dishes required, all ingredients, equipment and service
plates to be provided by the competitor. Judges will be
looking for prawns to a minimum of 50% of the dishes. 
A variety of skills to be demonstrated in the preparation
and presentation by the competitor, and this will be a
tasted class, therefore remember your seasoning.

OC11 Bakery Skills
30 minutes will be given to shape 8 x 40gms rolls (4 types
2 of each) and one 400gms loaf ready for baking.

Competitors to supply own dough.

No age restrictions apply

Classes in the Skills Arena
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JC5  Prepare Chicken for Saute 
(as per the Practical Cookery 12th edition)

30 minutes will be allowed to prepare and present 2
whole chickens suitable for a sauté dish e.g. Poulet Sauté
Marengo

The prepared chicken should be displayed on a tray
complete with any trimmings to be used for stock.

JC6  Fish Filleting
30 minutes will be allowed to fillet 1 flat fish and 1 round
fish of your choice. All fish and equipment needed to be
supplied by the competitors. You will be judged on the
following points, Maximum edible flesh on the fillets,
minimum edible flesh on the bones, good working
practices, pin boned scaled etc. hygienic practices and
knife skills. The finished products must be presented
along with the bones and any trimmings.

JC7  Vegetable Preparation
Thirty minutes will be allowed to prepare and present the
following cuts of vegetables:

A. 60gms julienne of carrot

B. 60gms brunoise of swede

C. 60gms paysanne of carrot

D. 60gms jardinière of swede

E. Two (2) chateau & two (2) cocotte potatoes

To be prepared in the above order = A - E

Competitors to supply their own ingredients and
equipment.

Judges are looking at the competitor’s knife skills, no
mandolin or cutting aids to be used.

All vegetables may be brought in washed and peeled but
not cut or shaped. 

For sizes shapes and cuts please use Le Repertoire de la
Cuisine for reference.

JC8  Hollandaise and Sabayon Challenge
30 minutes will be allowed to prepare two portions of
hollandaise sauce and two portions of a sweet sabayon
using a Scottish liqueur, all ingredients and equipment to
be supplied by the competitors, a small gas burner will
be supplied on the day. NO electricity is available for this
competition.

JC9  Modern Apprentice Junior Chef Skills
Challenge

This competition is open to anybody currently employed
in the modern apprentice scheme!

1 hour will be allowed to complete the following – order of
work and presentation as listed below;

• Prepare and present two portions of your interpretation
of a prawn cocktail, complete sauce (including
mayonnaise) to be made by hand during the
competition garnishes must be produced on the day
no prior mise en place allowed.

• Prepare skin and fillet and trim 1 lemon sole, 1 sea
bass and 1 rainbow trout ready for restaurant service,
all trimmings and bones to be kept for the judges to
inspect.

• 2 oranges, peeled and segmented using only
conventional knives.

• 2 apples, peeled, cored and quartered cut into slices
lengthwise, suitable for fresh fruit salad. No peelers or
corers to be used.

• 1 banana, remove skin and thinly slice, using only a
knife.

• 2 kiwi fruit peel and thinly slice using only a knife.

• The prepared fruit and waste is to be presented
separately without garnish or dressing.

• Competitors to supply all ingredients and equipment.

• It is important that you work in an organised and
hygienic manner.

Junior Classes in the Skills Arena
Competitors must be 23 years of age 

or under on 14th March 2017
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The Culinary Art competition programme will
comprise a wide and challenging range of static
classes that will showcase the inspirational talent
and creativity across our industry. There will be an
array of competitions to enter using different
mediums. If you would like to enter a culinary art
class then please visit www,scothot.co.uk/scc
where you will find full information, including an
entry form, details of the fees and payment facilities.

Classes in Culinary Art

RC6 Table d’Honneur

OC12 Floral Sugarcraft (A)

OC13 Floral Sugarcraft (B)

OC14 Works in Sugar

OC15 Works in Pastillage

OC16 Works in Chocolate

OC17 Chocolate Showpiece

OC18 Petit Fours

OC19 Afternoon Tea Selection 

OC20 Decorative Centre Piece

OC21 Bread Display

OC22 Works in Fat

OC23 Works in Marzipan

OC24 Decorated Celebration Cake 

JC11 Menu of the Day

JC12 Works in Fat

JC13 Works in Marzipan

JC14 Novelty Cake

RC6 Table d’Honneur

OC25 Novelty Cake

OC26 Canapés

OC27 Menu Gastronomique

OC28 Show Platter of Desserts

OC29 Restaurant Plates – Fish Course

OC30 Restaurant Plates – Main Course 

OC31 Restaurant Plates – Desserts 

OC32 Food Photography

Wednesday 15th March 2017

Thursday 16th March 2017



Culinary Art Classes

RC6 Table d’Honneur
Previous winners of Gold medals at any culinary exhibition are invited
to exhibit a piece of their own work on the Table d’Honneur.

At the discretion of the Chairman of Judges, the best Gold Exhibits
from this years’ Salon Culinaire will be selected and promoted to the
Table d’Honneur.

Any previously exhibited showpiece from other Competitions and
which has won a gold award may be entered in this class.

Restricted Classes

Open Classes

OC12  Floral Sugarcraft (A)
A sugar floral arrangement or plant. Exhibit to include
flowers and foliage and should be presented on a suitable
background which may be a vase, container, plaque or
board. Artificial stamens, ribbons and wires are permitted.

OC13  Floral Sugarcraft (B)
A wired sugar floral spray display, bouquet or corsage.
Flowers should be presented on a suitable background,
which may be a stand, plaque or board. Artificial stamens,
ribbons and wires are permitted.

OC14 Works in Sugar
To display a work of competitors own choice in poured,
pulled, blown or souffled sugar or any combination of
these techniques.

OC15  Works in Pastillage
A decorative piece of pastillage work. This piece may be
purely artistic or functional in construction. No external
supports or taped wire allowed.

OC16  Works in Chocolate
To exhibit a selection of 6 x 6 varieties of moulded and
dipped, handmade chocolate using white, dark and milk
chocolate (tasted).

OC17  Chocolate Showpiece
To exhibit a showpiece made from chocolate to exhibitors
choice. Any method of suitable technique can be used.
Varnish is not permitted.

OC18  Petits Fours
A selection of petits fours, 6 varieties x 4 pieces of each
(24 in total) to be displayed. A further one piece of each
variety, plated for tasting by the judges. Attention should
be given to contrast in variety, flavours and textures. 
All varieties must be edible.

OC19  Afternoon Tea Selection (Tasted)
A display of 24 assorted individual confectionery goods.
Six varieties suitable for afternoon tea service. 
Care should be taken over the size, and contrast is very
important.

OC20  Decorative Centre Piece
To display a showpiece of exhibitors choice. The base
material can be any edible product. No artificial products
allowed.

OC21  Bread Display
To display 6 varieties of different breads suitable for a
restaurant service, 4 portions of each. Tasted (examples –
focaccia, soda bread, brioche, plait, cob, loaf, morning
rolls, seed, rolls, bagels, onion bread, milk break,
sourdough etc). Names and recipes to be displayed.

No age restrictions apply

16
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Culinary Art Classes
OC22  Works in Fat
To display a model of competitor’s own choice. Invisible
internal structural supports are permitted, but no external
supports are allowed. The use of colouring is permitted.
No size restriction on the exhibit.

OC23  Works in Marzipan
To display a model of competitors own choice. External
supports are not permitted. Quality of the marzipan
surface is important, colours may be carefully blended.
Paintwork is only permitted to highlight and must not be
predominant. No varnish is permitted.

OC24  Decorated Celebration Cake 
(Sugar Paste/Rolled Fondant). A celebration cake, 
any shape coated with sugar paste or rolled fondant.
Dummies permitted. Decorative work may include sugar
paste, rolled fondant, pastillage or moulded flowers and
royal icing. Wired stems and artificial stamens, ribbon
and tuille may also be used.

OC25 Novelty Cake
To display a novelty cake of competitor’s own choice. An
imaginative creation in shape and design, predominantly
a cake in appearance. Artistry only is judged, all
decorations must be edible. Dummies permitted.

OC26 Canapés
A selection of canapés, 6 varieties x 4 pieces of each 
(24 in total) canapé displayed cold. One variety should be
vegetarian. (Not tasted.)

OC27 Menu Gastronomique
A 5 course fine dining menu for one person. The menu
should reflect a proper progression of flavours and
appropriate style of preparation and must include 
a sweet. The menu is to be 5 plated courses within 600-
700gms for the entire meal, suitably decorated, glazed
and garnished. Menu and recipes are required and must
reflect a balance in preparation and textures. Menu and
recipes must be displayed.

OC28 Show Platter of Desserts
To present a single show platter of minimum 8 portions
desserts of individual varieties, suitably decorated and
presented (not tasted).

OC29  Restaurant Plates – Fish Course
Four different individual plated fish courses suitably
decorated, glazed and garnished. Prepared hot and
displayed cold (not tasted). All recipes to be displayed
and correspond exactly to the dish.

OC30 Restaurant Plates – Main Course
Four different individual plated main courses using any 
of the following: meat, poultry, fish, game, offal or
vegetarian. Suitably decorated, glazed and garnished.
Prepared hot and displayed cold (not tasted). All recipes
to be displayed and correspond exactly to the dish.

OC31  Restaurant Plates – Desserts
Four different individual plated desserts, one of which is
intended hot but displayed cold (not tasted). All recipes
to be displayed and correspond exactly to the dish.

OC32  Food Photography
This new competition is open to anyone with an interest
in food as an art, competitors are required to submit 
a brief portfolio containing 3 colour photographs
displaying food, each photograph should be of a different
subject and be a minimum A4 in size. Judging of this
category will be undertaken by specialist judges from
within the photography industry. 



Junior Classes in Culinary Art 
JC11  Menu of the Day
A plated three course menu for one person (must include
a dessert). The menu should reflect a proper progression
of flavours and appropriate style of preparation. 
Recipes must reflect balance, harmony and textures. 
The menu is to be three plated courses within 600-
700gms for the entire meal. A suitable setting jelly may
be used to enhance the presentation (not tasted). 
A display of the menu and recipes is required. Simple
table decoration permitted.

JC12  Works in Fats
To display a model of the competitor’s own choice.
Internal structural supports are permitted (no external
supports are allowed). Edible colouring of fats is
permitted. No height restriction on display.

JC13  Works in Marzipan
To display a model of competitors choice. Quality of the
marzipan surface is important, colours may be carefully
blended. Paintwork is only permitted to highlight and
must not be predominant. No varnish is permitted.

JC14 Novelty Cake
To display a novelty cake of the competitor’s own choice.
An imaginative creation in shape and design but
predominately a cake in appearance. Artistry only judged,
all decoration must be edible. Maximum size 46cms x
46cms.

Competitors must be 23 years of age 
or under on 14th March 2017
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Are you hungry for success? To become part of our great team, or to
find out more, please send your CV, covering letter and salary
expectations to careers@compass-group.co.uk or see our website
www.jobsatcompass.co.uk

www.jobsatcompass.co.uk                              Twitter - @compassgroupuk                           linkedin.com - compass-group-uk-ireland

A career at
Compass
could feed 
your ambitions…

Imagine preparing food on a North Sea oil platform or on the 35th floor of 
an iconic Canary Wharf building overlooking London. Imagine feeding royalty or
Premiership footballers, or your food being served to the stars at a music awards
evening. Imagine using the finest, locally sourced ingredients or going on a 
foraging trip for that extra special something. Don’t imagine – make it happen!

The opportunities are endless and our talented chefs are at the heart of what we 
do. Compass Group is truly a great place to work, grow, learn and make an impact.  

With our wide range of opportunities, we are always looking for talented chefs 
of all levels.

Compass Group is the world leading provider of food and support services. 
Our size, scale and global reach sets us apart from everyone else in the foodservice 
and support service market. We employ over 60,000 people in the UK & Ireland 
and have an amazing team globally of over 500,000.  


